


+ THE PLUS FACTOR +
With almost a century of combined experience in the San 
Francisco events space, Non Plus Ultra enjoys a reputation of  
the bay area’s most celebrated venue management firms.  
We partner with our clients to make even their most wildest 
visions a reality.

Want white elephants and fire-breathing acrobats? 
Let us leverage our experience and extensive contacts to  
make it happen for you.  

At Non Plus Ultra, we don’t just sign a contract and cut  
you loose. We’re with you every step of the way, pushing  
the limits of what’s possible, and striving to put the plus  
factor in every detail.



+ SCENIC
+ ICONIC 
+ SPACIOUS

The Venue at Palace of Fine Arts  
has inspired millions of visitors  
since it’s unveiling at the 1915  
Panama-Pacific Exhibition.  

The Venue provides the perfect  
backdrop for corporate events,  
private parties, conferences,  
weddings and more.

Square Footage: 140,000
Maximum Capacity: 5,000



+ HISTORIC  
+ STATELY  
+ JAW-DROPPING

The San Francisco Mint’s classic- 
revivalist architecture automatically 
lends any event a VIP vibe.  

Located just a coin’s throw from  
the Moscone Convention Center,  
The Mint has been renovated to  
accommodate modern equipment  
without losing any of its historical  
grandeur.

Square Footage: 52,000
Maximum Capacity: 999



MULTI-LEVEL +
CONVENIENT +  
LEGENDARY +

Formerly the home of the Fillmore  
West and Carousel Ballroom, SVN West 
amps up any event through three floors 
of raw venue space that are steeped in 
musical history. 

SVN West is conveniently located at  
the intersection of SF’s two main  
thoroughfares, South Van Ness and 
Market. The open floor plan offers  
maximum versatility and includes  
Carousel and its adjacent rooftop,  
along with a spacious mezzanine and  
additional ground floor event space.

Square Footage: 100,000
Maximum Capacity: 4,000



+ MIND-BLOWING  
+ INDUSTRIAL  
+ STATE-OF-THE-ART

The Midway houses a carnival of  
spaces perfect for entertaining and 
amusing your guests. This multi-faceted 
creative complex sits close to the  
bay in San Francisco’s burgeoning  
dogpatch neighborhood. Step right up 
folks and prepare to be amazed.

Square Footage: 30,000
Maximum Capacity: 3,500



+ METROPOLITAN
+ UNIQUE  
+ INDOOR-OUTDOOR

Only three blocks from Union Square 
shopping and hotels, Jones stuns  
with it’s modern aesthetic. A dazzling 
outside courtyard terrace and three  
private and semi-private indoor event 
spaces can accommodate events both  
big and small.

Square Footage: 12,500
Maximum Capacity: 1,000



+ ECLECTIC  
+ INITIMATE 
+ MOODY

The Big experience revolves around  
our bartenders’ initimate knowledge  
of spirits. We talk with our guests  
to gauge mood and mix the perfect 
drink to match. Big is a great spot for 
intimate, private gatherings.

Square Footage: Small
Maximum Capacity: 30



+ NONPLUSULTRAINC.COM +
Non Plus Ultra provides you access to some of San Francisco’s 
most beautiful + exciting venues, perfect for events of any size. 

Whatever you’re planning, our team of management and production 
pros bring the plus factor to every aspect of your event.

415 608 2220 
events@nonplusultrainc.com



+ NONPLUSULTRAINC.COM +


